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Abstract

This work considers the development of a new “plane-strain” biaxial loading device for granular rocks through which the full-field investigation of strain evolution at different scales will be possible. Multiscale strain measurements will be accomplished by combining Neutron Diffraction with Digital Image Correlation (DIC) during plane-strain loading. The experimental set-up will also, in the future, include ultrasonic tomography to monitor the full-filed evolution of elastic properties.

Neutron Diffraction scanning has recently been successfully used to investigate force/stress distribution in granular materials under load. More specifically, Hall et al. (2011) showed that grain strains can be measured over a small gauge volume of a sample consisting of tens-of-thousands of sand grains. Further to that, Wensrich et al. (2012) produced in-situ mapping of the distribution of stress as an average over the volume of particles of a copper powder inside a solid die, excluding the voids. The key aim of this work is to extend the approach of Hall et al. (2011) to map spatial variations and evolutions of granular strains in rocks under loading, to investigate how forces are transmitted through the material and how this evolves with (localised) deformation. The simultaneous measurement of total strain fields (including porosity changes) through DIC and the use of samples with different cementations, will allow the characterisation of the mechanisms that act at different stages of deformation towards failure and how this is influenced by the degree of cementation.

Combining the different experimental techniques in a single apparatus requires certain constraints imposed by the different techniques and their combination to be addressed. A characteristic example relates to the combination of the design demands of the neutron measurements and of the high pressure needed to perform experiments under realistic in-situ conditions. The first requires the device walls to be as thin as possible to allow the maximum number of neutrons to reach the sample, whereas the second requires the walls to be thick enough to sustain the required confining pressures. A first prototype of the device, without high pressure, has been tested (including for neutron penetration) at UK’s neutron facility, ISIS. Results from this first proof-of-concept experiment, including 2D grain strain mappings for prismatic samples of sand loaded over a load-unload cycle, will be presented. Furthermore, the optimisation of the device, in terms of both mechanics and neutron scattering, for the construction of the second version, with confining pressure, will be presented and results of a first experiment with this device at the ILL neutron source in France will be discussed.
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